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Dear Colleagues, 

2015 has been yet another successful year for ECOELASTIKA S.A. 
The collection and utilization of used tires in Greece has 
exceeded 95%, a success which has classified our system 
amongst the most successful in Europe. At the same time, 
due to the considerable reduction of our management costs, 
achieved via our long efforts to streamline our expenses 
and utilize new technologies, we have also managed a 10%  
reduction of our environmental fees since 1/1/2015. Upgrading 
the provided system services is still our main goal, along with 
reducing the environmental impact via management of used 
tires. I would also like to remind that the environmental fees of 
our system remain the lowest in the E.U. 

In 2015 we continued our Corporate Social Responsibility 
Plan by constructing safety floorings made of Greek recycled 
rubber in schools and kindergartens all around Greece, a 
project we intend to keep implementing intensively, with a 
view to improve children’s safety and cultivate environmental 
awareness, which is crucial for the future of our society. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who 
contributed to the project of ECOELASTIKA S.A., namely 
its employees, the transporters, the recyclers and of course, 
the tire and vehicle dealers all around Greece, for their 
considerable contribution in the success of our system for 
environmental management of used tires. 

GIANNOS AGGELIDIS
President & CEO



The Collective Alternative Management System for 
End of Life Tires implemented by ECOELASTIKA 
S.A. has for yet another year accomplished its goals 
at both a legal and an environmental level. More than 
95% of withdrawn, scrap vehicle tires of all categories has 
been collected from all around Greece and has been managed 
via the system. ECOELASTIKA also achieved a 6% reduction in 
the old stockpiles of end-of-life tires in comparison to the previous 
year and exploited these tires for other uses via implementing the best 
available techniques in the field of material recovery. 

Due to the introduction of modern, automated control systems in all levels of 
used tire management, from their collection from tire repair shops and garages 
to the sale of final products and by-products resulting from their processing, we 
have achieved a considerable reduction of management costs. This was reflected 
with a 10% reduction in the environmental fees of new tires of all categories since 
1/1/2015. 

In the context of corporate social responsibility, ECOELASTIKA successfully 
continued the corporate activities launched at 2014, by constructing safety 
rubber floorings made of Greek recycled rubber in schoolyards with construction 
issues throughout the Greek Territory. The scope of this activity was to promote 
the applications of materials which derived from recovery of used tires and to 
improve the safety conditions in the areas where children play and do sports, thus 
strengthening in practice the concept of recycling. 

By constantly upgrading the quality of processes at all stages of used tire 
management via introduction of new control technologies and via optimizing our 
contractor selection procedures in the field of transports and recovery, in the 
future we expect a significant progress in the efficiency of the ECOELASTIKA 
system in the field of environmental protection and an overall reduction of the 
environmental impact of used tires. 

GEORGIOS MAVRIAS
General Manager
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DECLARATIONS 
of new or used tires introduced  

in the Greek market during 2015
According to the P.D. 109/2004 (articles 2,3,5), tire and vehicle tire 
import companies are obliged to participate in the ECOELASTIKA 
Collective system for new and/or used tires (retreaded or not), and, 
respectively, for new or used vehicles they import and sell in the Greek 
market.  The contributions paid by the aforementioned companies are 
the ECOELASTIKA revenues. 

The table below presents the quantities of new and used tires registered 
during 2015 by the obliged tire and vehicle importers who have signed 
a contract with the ECOELASTIKA system.  The declaration form is 
filled in electronically every three months, via the special application 
in the main site of ECOELASTIKA, and it concerns the quantities that 
were imported and resold by the contracted importers in Greece.  The 
contribution is estimated per vehicle tire category. 

New, reduced contributions per tire category apply since 1/1/2015.  
The new contributions are 10% reduced compared to the contributions 
which were valid until the end of 2014. This is attributed to the 
reduction of management costs of ECOELASTIKA, which was achieved 
gradually over the last years, due to two main reasons:

The main reason is the optimization of all stages of ECOELASTIKA 
activity, from primary collection to production and sale of final products 
resulting from recycling of used tires, via the introduction of automated 
electronic control systems. 

Moreover, the change in the manner in which the recovery units of 
used tires are subsided also played a considerable role in the reduction 
of management costs. Subsidy via gate fee during the delivery of used 
tires which was in force until 2014 is abolished and now the subsidy is 
disbursed during the sale of end-process products. The new subsidy 
method also lead to a considerable reduction of tire stockpiles which 
were concentrated in temporary storage areas of recovery units during 
the first years of ECOELASTIKA operation. 



TABLE: Declarations of new and /or used tires (put on the market) for the year 2015 

TABLE: Environmental fees per tire category and tire item 
Applicable since 01/01/2015

tn
 Tires  Tires Tires Average
	 Cat.	Α	 Cat.	Β	 Cat.	C	 						Weight	(tn)

Tire Importers 3,273,908 168,855 423,501 35,693

Vehicle	Importers 486,605 15,089 97,565 4,891

TOTAL 3,760,513 183,944 521,066 40,584

A Β Γ

Category	Α’	 
Passenger Vehicles 

(Average Weight  
8kg) 

Category	B’ 
Truck Vehicles 

(Average Weight 
50kg)

Category	C’ 
Moto  

(Average Weight 
2.5kg)

1,08 € 6,30 € 0,45 €
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Collection	–	Transport	of	used	tires

ECOELASTIKA has formed cooperations with licensed collectors 
- transporters throughout the Greek territory, who collect on its 
behalf used vehicle tires from the collection points and transport 
them to licensed units for material or energy recovery. 

As collection points are considered the Greek tire repair shops and 
the garages which are registered members in the ECOELASTIKA 
system. 

In order to collect used tires from the collection points an order 
must be placed via phone or web contact of the collection point 
with ECOELASTIKA and the requests are registered in the main 
server of the company. Upon receipt of the orders, ECOELASTIKA 
directly forwards them to the respective contracted collectors - 
transporters. 

ECOELASTIKA has delivered to the contracted collectors - transporters 
proper electronic equipment with permanent internet access. 

The collectors - transporters are promptly notified of the orders placed 
and registered in the main server of the company, and they register 
online the collection and delivery of used tires to contracted recipients. 

In this way, it is possible to directly transfer information to the main 
server of the company and extract useful statistics that will facilitate 
the activity of ECOELASTIKA and contribute to the improvement of its 
provided services.

Management of end-of-life 
tires collected during 2015



91,8%
COLLECTION POINTS

5%
DISMANTLING 

YARDS 

3,2%
OWNERS	

The origin of the collected used tires 
is analyzed as follows:

The number of collection points from which ECOELASTIKA 
collected used tires during 2015 amounts to 2,701 in 
the Greek territory, the quantities of which were then 
transported and delivered to the contracted final 
utilization units. 

ECOELASTIKA also manages used tires of owners, 
according to the terms of the special cooperative 
contracts. As owners of used tires can be considered 
the Dismantling Yards of end-of-life vehicles as well 
as waste owners which can be Municipalities, Public 
Agencies, Technical Companies, Sorting Centers of 
Recyclable Materials etc.

33.735 (Collected quantities)

40.584 (Declarations of new tires)

37.440 (Withdrawn quantities)

35.914 (Collected quantities)

During 2015, ECOELASTIKA collected a total of 35,914 tons 
of used tires.

34.511 (Withdrawn quantities)

37.857 (Declarations of new tires)

20
15

20
14

	 Collection	Points	 91.8%

	 Dismantling	Yards		 5%

	 Owners		 3.2%
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Months

Average  
service	time
in	days	2015Average  

service	time
in	days	2014

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September
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5

5

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

Collection  
of used tires - 
response time 

to collection 
requests

2014-2015	Collection	Statistics	per	month
The aim of ECOELASTIKA remains to reduce the average service 
time of collection points to 3 working days. 



Frequency-	Collection	Statistics	per	area- 
Comparison	of	Average	Service	Time	2014-2015
In regions with the highest population density, the 3-day service target is achieved. 

The service of insular regions requires a longer time period in comparison to the other areas of mainland 
Greece, since used tires collected from collection points in the islands of the Aegean are initially transported 
via conventional ferries to Piraeus port and then to the final utilization units in the Prefecture of Attica. 
Therefore, the average service time is directly dependent on the frequency of ferry connections. 
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Percentage	
of	collected	 

quantities	in	total	
Regions

Average  
service	time
in	days	2015

Average  
service	time
in	days	2014

Number	of	
Collection	
Points	2015

ATTICA

CENTRAL 
MACEDONIA

WESTERN GREECE

CENTRAL GREECE

CRETE

PELOPONNESE

THESSALY

EASTERN MACEDONIA 
& THRACE

AEGEAN SEA

WESTERN MACEDONIA

EPIRUS

IONIAN ISLANDS

792

482

171

167

186

191

157

168

188

83

71

45

2

5

3

7

3

2

5

3

13

8

6

9

2

2

6

6

6

3

12

4

4

10

5

5

31,81%

17,38%

8,06%

6,44%

6,26%

5,58%

5,67%

4,80%

5,19%

3,60%

2,79%

2,42%



Recovery Routes  
of Used Tires 

a)	Recovery	units
The used tires collected via the ECOELASTIKA system are transported 
to the contracted recovery units mentioned below, in order to recover 
final products from vulcanized rubber and other materials from vehicle 
tires.
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units	for	energy	recovery 
from	used	tires	

ΤΙΤΑΝ	SA  
Kamari, Boeotia

ΤΙΤΑΝ	BULGARIA  
Zlatna	Panega

ELVAN SA  
Aspropyrgos	Attica

TYRES HERCO SA  
Industrial	Area	of	Patra

RETIRE SA  
Industrial	Area	of	Drama

VIOTROHOS SA  
8th	km.	O.N.R.	Larissa	–	Volos,	Larissa

units	for	complete	mechanical	
processing	of	used	tires	

production	unit	(shredder)	 
of	secondary	fuel	and	TDA	

AXEL LTD  
Magoula	Attica



b)	Types	of	recovery	from	used	tires	and	
products	/	by-products	of	their	processing.		
From	the	total	of	products	and	by-products	produced	via	the	recovery	
of	used	tires:	

•	 42,30%	was	used	in	‘’recycling’’

•	 4,65%	remained	in	the	cement	kilns	as	inorganic	ash	 
	 and	was	incorporated	in	the	final	product	(cement).	

•	 53,05%	was	co-incinerated	in	energy	recovery	units	 
	 (mostly	cement	industries)	in	Greece	or	abroad.	

Recycling		 16.341,02	 42,30%

Recovery	of	materials 
in	cement	industry		 1.795,12	 4,65%

Energy	Recovery		 20.491,76	 53,05%

53,05%
Energy	Recovery	 
(domestic)

42,30%
Recycling

4,65%
Recovery	of	Materials	 
in	Cement	Industry	

Recycling /  
Energy  

Recovery 
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c)	Materials	produced	by	mechanical	 
processing	of	used	tires

The materials produced in 2015 during the full mechanical processing  
of used tires in the recycling plants are presented in the following pie chart: 

* Contains significant amounts of rubber powder 
and is disposed for energy recovery

64%
CRUMB	TIRE

17%
TEXTILES

19%
IRON

CRUMB	TIRE	64%	

IRON 19%

TEXTILES* 17%



d)	Managed	quantities	of	used	tires	 
in	Recovery	Plants	

• 30.089 tons of used tires were delivered to mechanical 
 processing units

• 30.775 tons of products and by-products resulting from the  
 processing of used tires were sold by the mechanical  
 processing units

• 5.814 tons of used tires were delivered to the Hellenic  
 Cement Industry for energy utilization

• 2.038 tons of used tires were delivered to cement industries  
 abroad for energy utilization. 
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30.775
Export of products/by-products  

from processing units

37.941
Delivery to final 
recovery units

5.814
Recovery 

in cement 
production 

industries 
(Greece)

2.038
Recovery 

in cement 
production 

industries 
(abroad)

30.089

Delivery to 
mechanical 
processing 
units



During the first years of ECOELASTIKA operation, considerable 
quantities of used tires were accumulated in specific areas, 
mostly recycling plants, because there were increased needs 
in the service of collection points, prior to the construction 
of proper infrastructure for the processing of the overall 
quantities of end-of-life tires. 

Setting the reduction of stockpiles as a high priority, ECOELASTIKA 
has managed, from 2010 until  today, a 50% reduction. 

The capacity of processing units which have a contract with 
ECOELASTIKA and the change in the ECOELASTIKA subsidy 
method to recovery units has also contributed to this considerable 
reduction. Since the beginning of 2015, ECOELASTIKA has 
abolished the gate fee during the delivery of used tires to the 
recovery units and has increased the amount of subsidy during 
the sale of the final products, thus helping to address the issue of 
accumulation of whole used tires.

The stored quantities today do not exceed the 29,000 tons. The 
aim of ECOELASTIKA remains to minimize the quantities of 
stockpiles. 

Stockpiles  
of used tires 
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2015 C.E.R.T.H / C.P.E.R.I.: 
Identify	percentage	of	wire	and	ash	in	used	tires	
which	are	recovered	by	the	cement	industry	 
as	an	alternative	source	of	energy.

ECOELASTIKA in cooperation with ETRMA - European Tyre & Rubber 
Manufacturers’ Association has analyzed in analytical chemistry labs and 
has identified the percentage of metal and ash included in whole used 
tires of passenger vehicles which are used in cement industry for energy 
recovery. The use of used tires as alternative fuel in the cement industry 
is an international practice, which does not produce any pollutants other 
than those emitted from the use of conventional solid fuel during clinker 
production. A significant percentage of 23%, composed of minerals and 
metals contained in used tires, is not burned and remains intact in the 
clinker which comes out of the kiln and is an intermediate product in the 
cement production. The percentage of tires not burned during energy 
recovery in cement production kilns and which remain intact in the final 
product must, according to the legislation in force, be added to the 
“recycling rates” and not to the rates of “energy recovery”. 

Research & Development
Research	Programs

ECOELASTIKA supports and funds research programs for the 
complete recovery of intermediate or main products during the 
mechanical processing of used tires. 

Moreover, via its participation to research programs for the complete 
recovery of intermediate or main products during the mechanical 
processing of used tires it aims to:

• Promote alternative solutions for the use of products made  
 of recycled rubber. 

• Reduce the stockpiled whole tires in the recycling plants. 

• Improve the quality of the final products of tire recovery. 

• Overall increase the rates of tire recycling within the limits set  
 in the environmental legislation. 



ECOELASTIKA 
and the Hellenic Recycling Agency  

(E.O.AN.)

The Hellenic Recycling Agency (E.O.AN.) is the responsible body of the Ministry of Environment and 
Energy for the design and implementation of the recycling policy in Greece. It has the responsibility to 
approve the national alternative management systems for each product and to control the progress of 
Greece in recycling. 

The E.O.AN., with its complete and flexible organizational structure and especially 
via the experience of its employees in the recycling strategy of Greece aims 

to improve the efficiency of ECOELASTIKA, providing multiple benefits. 

The overall conduct and operation of ECOELASTIKA, is strictly aligned 
with the legislative requirements and the cooperation with E.O.AN. 

has enabled the company to meet the needs of the Greek strategic 
plan for recycling and circular economy.



2015

ECOELASTIKA in the context of its Corporate Social 
Responsibility and Environmental Policy implemented, 
during 2015, a series of targeted activities all around 
Greece, in order to inform and raise awareness of citizens 
and involved parties in relation to: 

a) environmental issues, with emphasis on the recycling 
of used tires and its benefits

b) possible applications for the products resulting from 
the recycling of used tires.

Indicatively, some of the applications are: 

• Rubber floorings in schools and playgrounds

• Floorings of sports areas

ECOELASTIKA aims to increase the recycling rate of used 
tires in Greece and support the Greek recycling industry.

The promotion of ECOELASTIKA CSR activities is 
achieved via: 

Α) Publicity in the media

B) Social media (facebook, etc.) on which it has already 
32,500 active followers.

Practices 
of Corporate Social Responsibility  
(CSR)
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The CSR pillars for the year 2015 were:

A.	Local	Communities
1)	‘’From	Recycling	Tires	...to	Recycling	Love’’

In 2015 ECOELASTIKA continued more intensively its activities for free 
construction of rubber safety floorings in school yards (kindergartens, 
primary schools), especially in places where there was a great need to 
protect children from injury in case of fall. 

These activities had two goals: 

• To promote the use of recycled rubber crumb in the construction  
 of rubber safety tiles, in order to promote the particular application  
 across Greece. 

• To educate the students on recycling issues and specifically to explain  
 in a popularized manner (f.i. narrative and experiential tale) the utility  
 of recycled tires in other applications, after the lifecycle of vehicle tires  
 is completed.

The schools in which safety rubber flooring was constructed, were selected 
via an open contest at the company page on facebook.com/ecoelastika. 

The educational program accompanying each flooring construction 
includes:

Α) Creative expression workshops, theater games, music and kinetics 
activities, storytelling, narration and dramatization of tales, all in an effort 
to highlight environmental issues, so that environment and its protection 
become as important for children as playing.

B) An animation film named “Elastikoulis”, where, via a pleasant film, the 
life cycle of tires, the environmental impact of their uncontrolled disposal, 
and the benefits we can all enjoy via their proper utilization are presented. 



2)	People	with	Special	Needs	

Children with special needs and schools that host them are a focal point 
for the corporate responsibility project of ΕCOELASTIKA and a special 
Policy with emphasis on serving their needs is implemented. With 
particular sensitivity and respect we make sure that these schools are 
included in the contest along with the other schools, in order to provide 
equal opportunities, and we implement special offer projects, according 
to their needs. 

3)	The	wishing	tree	of	ECOELASTIKA	 
made	of	used	tires	

ECOELASTIKA, in the frame of its ‘’Local Communities’’ project organized 
a targeted sensitization activity in the Municipality of Amaroussion. 

The “WISHING TREE” made of used tires provided by ECOELASTIΚA, was 
decorated on Christmas Eve by the children of the employees who work 
in the municipality of Amaroussion, which entertained in its premises the 
creative team of ECOELASTIKA who, in turn, offered a rich Christmas 
educational program, with many activities for alternative recycling.

Schools	in	Attica	region Schools	in	the	rest	Greek	Territory

schools 
across	the	
country



C.	Creative	Partners	-	Involved	Parties	
1) ECOELASTIKA was present at the conference: 
‘’Management Models for Urban Solid Waste and 
the Role of Local Authorities - Assessment of Spatial, 
Population and Economic Parameters”, organized by 
KEDE and the Institute of Local Government.  

2) ECOELASTIKA participated as a ‘’Sponsor’’ in the 
1st Recis Conference 2015: ‘’Recycling in Insular Areas’’, 
organized by ‘’Heliotopos Conferences’’ in Santorini 
on 22-23 May 2015. Within the theme context of the 
Conference, the General Director of ECOELASTIKA, gave 
a speech about management of used tires in Greece and 
more specifically in the Insular Areas, via the Collective 
System of ECOELASTIKA.

3) A Newsletter is sent on 
 a quarterly basis to all 
interested parties. 

4) An e-mail is sent to 
Municipalities with infographics 
(qualitative and quantitative 
data of the recycling) and 
graphics adapted to each 
Municipality.

Β.	Recycling	–	Environmental	Protection
1)	Delivery	of	used	tires	for	the	construction	of	the	
landfill	in	Ilia.

ECOELASTIKA, in December 2015 delivered -7.000 
items of class A’ used tires (passenger vehicles), for the 
construction of the landfill in Ilia.

2)	TIRE	UPCYCLING	Contest	

Professionals and non professionals, creators and artists 
of Upgrading Recycling, participated in the 1st National 
TIRE UPCYCLING Contest, UPCYCLART 2015, with cash 
prizes for the first 2 winners.

The goal of this action was to develop and awaken 
conscience and bring forward the artistic talents of the 
participants, so as to inspire them to suggest, with tire 
recycling in mind, useful products that will not have an 
impact on the environment.

Therefore, tires were transformed into works of art, which 
is far from the standard notion of recycling.

4)	Outdoor	Constructions	made	of	used	tires

ECOELASTIKA provided used tires in the Parent - Teacher 
Association of the Anatolia Elementary School, for 
outdoor constructions in the school area of the Anatolia 
Educational group in Pylaia, Thessaloniki.



Objectives 2016
Reduce	stockpiles	of	whole	tires 
	in	temporary	storage	areas.		

The aim of ECOELASTIKA in 2016 is to further reduce the stockpiles of tires by 
3.000 tons. This will be achieved via subsidizing the transport of tires from storage 
areas with high inert stocks in whole tires to recovery units within Greece with 
which ECOELASTIKA is contracted and which are in position to process additional 
quantities of used tires. 

Conduct	electronic	tenders	to	select	collectors	-	
transporters	of	used	tires

Within 2016, ECOELASTIKA will optimize the selection procedure for collectors-
transporters who undertake the role to collect used tires from the 2.701 collection 
points in Greece and transport them according to ECOELASTIKA orders, to 
utilization units all around the country. Via the new contractor selection system, 
ECOELASTIKA aims to:

• Reduce the collection and transport cost which is by far the most important  
 operational system cost, due to the specific volume of whole used tires. 

• Expand the number of the contracted collectors - transporters giving the right  
 to more companies to participate in the contractor selection procedure,  
 provided they satisfy the main participation criteria. 

• Select its contractors in a more fair manner.  

Financial	Predictions		
• Further reduction of contributions by 7% for all 3 categories of tires managed by  
 the system, due to the proper management of system resources.

 Fixed declarations from tire and vehicle importers within 2016 in comparison  
 to 2015 

• Estimated increase of 1.68% in the collected - managed quantities of used tires  
 in comparison with 2015, due to the improvement  of collection procedures. 

• Increase by 7,25% the average management cost of used tires per ton, due to  
 the advancing reduction of old stockpiles in storage areas.



Contact	–	Activities
ECOELASTIKA, in the frame of its Social Corporate Responsibility and Environmental 
Policy, will continue in 2016, to: 
• Be present in the Digital Social Media in order to: 
Ú Promote social and environmental awareness campaigns in order to help the citizens 
 realize the necessity for management of waste vehicle tires via the approved system
Ú Instill confidence in the involved parties 

Ú  Help the public participate and acquire an active role by discarding their used 
tires in ‘’certified tire repair shops’’ (namely in waste collection points)

Ú  Publish scientific articles in order to update the public on the 
ECOELASTIKA actions 
Ú  Regularly update the ECOELASTIKA site

• Provide interested parties with direct detailed update on its activity 
(Newsletter)

• Construct more safety rubber floorings in schoolyards (kindergarten, 
elementary schools) where there is a real need so as to avoid injuries 
in the event of a fall.
• Inform, via theatrical plays, the schools where construction of 
rubber floorings is implemented, on the benefits of tire recycling 
as opposed to the environmental degradation caused by their 
uncontrolled disposal in the environment . 

At the same time, ECOELASTIKA will continue its cooperation 
with the Municipalities by signing special contracts in order to 
raise awareness of involved parties in relation to the collection 

of waste tires at their source and to eliminate the phenomenon 
of uncontrolled waste tire disposal. 

Moreover, ECOELASTIKA is willing to: 
• Participate in Day Conventions - Conferences 

• Participate in sporting events to further promote the applications of 
recycled tire in sports 

•Organize awareness actions for Local Communities



 ECOELASTIKA
ANNEX OF PARTNERS FOR 2015
TIRE IMPORTERS
CSI DEFENSE LTD
ENTIRE ELASTIKA LTD
EUROTYPA MARANGONI LTD
GOODYEAR DUNLOP TIRES HELLAS SA
INTRAMOTO SA 
MOTOMAX TSEVAIRIDIS S. PAVLOS 
RODAL LTD
SUPER TIRE SERVICE SA
UNI ELASTIKA LTD
ANGELIDIS Β. S.A. AUTOSTRATA
ANATOLITIS NIK. ALEXANDROS
ANTONIADIS G. & CO. LTD
NTAKOUDI BROS SA
TZEMPETZI BROS GP
VAKALOPOULOU A. & CO GP
VAPORIDIS A. & CO. LTD
GASDOGA Z. HELENI 
GOGAS-LTD 
DERVENTLIS SA
DODOURAGAS TH. DIMITRIOS
EGNATIA AEGE
ELASTIKA GROUP LTD
VASILEIADIS ELASTIKA SA
ELASTIKA MICHELIN SA
ELASTIKA PIRELLI SA 
ELASTIKOEMPORIKI SA
ELASTRAK SA
ELVE SAKIZLIS SA
ELMA ELASTIKA MACEDONIA SA
EMA S.A.(LIMITED TRADE & INDUSTRIAL COMPANY OF CAR 
ACCESSORIES)
EMVOLIADI BROS GP 
ZOUMBOULAKIS LTD 
ZOI KAKOGLOU & CO GP
H. DIMITRA SA 
ILIOPOULOS K. LTD
THALASSOUDIS EFSTRAT. & CO LP 
THEODORIDIS IOANNIS & CO GP
THEODORIDIS KON/NOS & ILIAS GP
THEOCHARAKIS SA 
IKAROS SA
KALOSAKAS CHARALAMBOS SOLE LTD
KABRANIS GEORGIOS S.A. MOTOWAY
CAPETANIOS D. & SONS SA
KARAVASILIS CHRISTOU GEORGIOS 
KESISOGLOU N. SA
KECHIDIS K. & CO LP
KIOUPIS A. & CO. GP
KONTOGIANNIS IOAN. DIMITRIS
KOUKOULAS ALEX. A. 
KOUTOUSIS P & TH. GP
KYPRAIOS SOT. GEORGIOS ‘’TROHOKINISI’’
LAMPOUDIS P. ANTONIOS
LYSSEOS DANIEL
MAKRIDIS SA
MAXIM KALTSIDIS SA
MARGARITIDIS PAN. NIKOLAOS 
A. KATSIAGONIS & CO LP
MAVRIDIS SA 
MEIDANIS IOANNIS SA
MEIDANIS SOFOS ELASTIKA SA
METSOPOULOS DIMITRIOS TH. SA 
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 ECOELASTIKA
VEHICLES IMPORTERS
AGROHOUM S.A.
AIGLON S.A. 
AUTO RINA LTD
BMW HELLAS S.A.
CHEVELLAS S.A.
E. & S. MOTORS IMPORT & TRADING OF VEHICLES & SPARE PARTS 
S.A.
ERGON TZANIDAKIS LTD
FORD MOTOR HELLAS S.A. 
GENERAL MOTORS HELLAS S.A. 
KOSMOCAR S.A. 
KTM HELLAS S.A. 
LANCIA JEEP HELLAS S.A.  
MERCEDES-BENZ HELLAS S.A. 
MOTO LOCO DIMITRIADIS CHR. STAVROS
TEOMOTO S.A.
TOYOTA HELLAS S.A.  
UNITRACK S.A.  
VOLVO CAR HELLAS S.A. 
A.&F IOANNIDIS S.A. IMPORT & TRADING KOZANI 
AGRIPAN S.A. 
ΑΝΤ. SIOPIS - POL. TRYFINOPOULOS GP “JOHN DEERE”
AUTO DEAL P.  & R.  DABARIS S.A. 
ARGYRIOU PANAGIOTIS
KOLYBIOTIS BROS & SONS GP
AUTOHELLAS S.A.
VIAMAR S.A.
VOURDOUNAS S.A.
GENESIS S.A.
GORGOLIS S.A.
ELVAT S.A. 
HELLINMOTO ΑBΕΕΟ
ELMA S.A. 
EMIKO S.A.  
ELIOFIL S.A. 
THEOCHARAKIS NIK.I.  S.A.
INTERTRAK LTD
IOANNIS & CHARALAMBOS BIMBLITZIS
KARVOUNIS G. PANGIOTIS
DUTY FREE SHOPS S.A.  
KATSAROS PANAGIOTIS 
KONTELIS PAVLOS I. S.A.
CREMETI BROS CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY S.A.  
KYKLOPODILATIKI ΑΕBΕ
STAMATIOU BUSES S.A. 
MAN HELLAS S.A. 
MANIATOPOULOS N. S.A.
ΜΟΤΟ ΤREND S.A. 
MOTODYNAMICS  S.A. 
ΝΙΚI S.A. AUTORINA
POWER BEAUTY & SOUL S.A.
PETROPOULOS PETROS S.A.
PIAGGIO HELLAS LTD
PROMOT E.I.  LAINOPOULOS S.A.  
SARAKAKIS BROS S.A.
SFAKIANAKIS S.A. 
TECHNOKAR S.A. 
TRIDENT CARS LTD
FCA Greece S.A.
FILIS ANDREAS S.A. 
HYUNDAI HELLAS P. &  R. DABARIS S.A.
CHRISTODOULOU G. TZANIDAKI B. GP “DOMICAT”
TERZIS & SONS GP
TEOREN MOTORS LTD
PLEIADES MOTORS S.A.
TRADING OF MACHINERY & INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS S.A., with d.t. 
ERGOTRAK
ERGOPOLIS 3A P.C. 
APOSTOLOPOULOS ELIAS & CO GP

MILIADIS ARSENIOS SA
MODENA ENTZINIARINGK LTD
MORAGLIS S.A. / ACHAIA GARMENT INDUSTRY SA
BAZIOS & CO GP
BALOGIANNIS ANTONIOS
BEZAS S. LEON M. LTD
BOURAS NIK. PANAGIOTIS
NIANIAKOUDI A & CO. LP
NIKOU CHR. DIMITRIOS SOLE LTD
NOUSIS N. IOANNIS 
NTAVIDI - EKIZANAS GP
PANAGIOTOPOULOS FOT. NIKOS
PANELASTIKI VEHICLE TYRES SOLE LTD
PAPADAKIS EMM. M. & CO. LTD 
PAPADIAMANTIS GEORG. SA
PAPAKONSTANTINOU ANASTASIOS & CO. GP
PARTSINEVELOS EFSTRATIOS MOTOZONE
PATMANIDI MARIA SA
PRASSOS PAN & CO GP
RODA SA 
SIMEONIDIS THEOFANIS & CO GP
SYNAZOS ACHILLEAS
SOTIRIOU ANGELOS - RENDOUMIS ARISTEIDIS GP
SOTIRIOU EVANGELOS & CO GP 
TAFAKIS DIMITR. A.
TENORA TECHNIKI SA 
TOPALIDIS THEODOROS SA 
TOPSIS STEF. PANDELIS
TROCHOEPIDOSI LTD
TSATAS GEORGIOS
TSIANTOULIS SA
TSIPNIS DAM. KONSTANTINOS 
TSOULKAS APOSTOLIS LTD
FRAGOULOPOULOS D. LTD
HARALAMBIDIS KIRIAKOS SA
CHATZIGIANNAKIDIS GEORGIOS
CHRYSOPOULOU D. KIRIAKI 
STYLEDYNAMIC LTD
PAGEO RUOTE PC 
VELANAS ARISTEIDIS 
TH. PAPASPIROY & CO. GP 
DERMITZOGLOU SPYRIDON & CO GP
LABROPOULOS ATHANASIOS
SIRIO CENTER - SYRIOPOULOS P. & CO LP
STAVRAKIS AUTOMOBILE TYRES CENTER S.A. with d.t. STAVRAKIS SA
IOANNIS EFSTATHIOU 
CHRISTOPOULOS K. ELIAS
ELEFTHERIOU SA
SARACAKIS BROS SA
PELMA SA
AUTOKINISI SA
AKRITAS LTD
TIRES-PRO IKE
ELASTIKA PAPADOPOULOS LTD
GONTOSIDIS A. & D. SA 
XANTHOPOULOS DIMITRIOS
PAVLOS STAVRAKAKIS AUTOMOBILE TYRES SA
with d.t. . STAVRAKAKIS EMPORIKI IOANNINON SA 
OIKONOMOPOULOU CHRISTINA & CO SA 
KYROU KONSTANTINOS - SCOOTERSHOP 
KAPETANIOS GEORGIOS SA 
K. & D. MERESENTZI GP 
TRACTION TIRES SOLE PC
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ECO TRANS LTD • 2310722500

AGGELOS SOTIRIOU & CO GP • 2105818175

ANAKIKLOSI AIGAIOU CHYTIRIA SA • 2251031077

SIAKANDARIS BROS LTD • 2262058211

D.K. KYKLOS SA • 2521081121

DOGAKIS IOAN. ANTONIS • 2810240402

DROSOS GEORG. AGGELOS • 2286082610 / 6987075854

MOUZAKIS STC - NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY • 

2695026360

KAPSALAKIS LTD STC • 2821091120

MARATHOS G. - DRAGANIS ST. GP • 2224024170

NTOULIS MATTHEOS & NIKOS GP • 2271052277

ECOLOGIKI AITOLIA SOLE LTD •2632055063

PANAGIOTIS SPYR. GIOTIS •6977218112

PAPPA EVGENIA SOLE LTD with d.t.  STAR ECO Μ. LTD •2651048491 / 6936124124

PERIVALLONTIKI METAFORIKI SA with d.t. PERME HELLAS SA •2102888127

STATHAKIS ΑΝΤ. VASILIS • 6932418778

TSIRIGOTIS SPYROS OF IOANNIS • 2287021953

CHRISTOFOROS GEORGIOS OF DEMENEGOS • 2284042798

CHR. KERIDIS TECHNICAL & COMMERCIAL SA • 2295026141

RETIRE SA • INDUSTRIAL ZONE AREA OF DRAMA • www.dkretire.gr

TYRES HERCO SA • INDUSTRIAL ZONE AREA OF PATRA • www.herco.gr

AXEL LTD • MAGOULA ATTICA • www.axel-ltd.eu

ELVAN SA • ASPROPYRGOS ATTICA • www.elvan.com.gr

ΤΙΤΑΝ SA • KAMARI BOEOTIA • www.titan.gr

TITAN BULGARIA • ZLATNA PANEGA, BULGARIA • www.titan.bg

VIOTROHOS SA • 8th KLM ONR LARISSA - VOLOS • www.biotrohos.gr
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ECOELASTIKA SA Ecological Management of Used Tires 

No. 14, Sorou Str., 151 25 Marousi
Tel.: 2106128260, 2106128370, Fax: 2106128659

www.ecoelastika.gr 
e-mail: info@ecoelastika.gr

 

www.facebook.com/ecoelastika


